LTE Business Internet
for public sector

Explore how our wireless business internet delivers an award-winning mix of reliability, value and service.

Reliable, flexible internet service is essential to stay on mission, whether connecting remote employees to the office, constituents to your agency or your organization to the cloud.

Maybe your organization needs to expand connectivity but the cabling costs are excessive. Or you want to add a temporary location or pop-up location in a matter of days. Perhaps network options are limited in your area, or you need a backup connectivity plan to protect against outages.

Whatever the case, you have a reliable choice in fixed wireless access. Our LTE Business Internet is built to meet even the most demanding institutional needs while remaining simple to use and flexible enough for organizations of all sizes.

Award-winning wireless Business Internet, according to Frost & Sullivan.
Awarded the “Best Practices Product Leadership Award” in the U.S. fixed wireless access market.

Internet solutions available nationwide.
Whether you are in one location or many, large or small we have an internet solution to fit your agency's needs.

Scalability.
Verizon has monthly scalable plans and speeds that can grow as your organization grows.

Simple and hassle-free setup.
Set it up yourself with an easy installation process.

The many uses for LTE Business Internet.

Branch offices
Adding new locations quickly to help your organization grow

Temporary locations and kiosks
Providing access to services where your constituents are

Mobile command centers
Providing reliable connections when and where users need them most

Home office and office share
Helping remote and home-based users stay connected

Learn more.
To find out more about LTE Business Internet and how it can help keep your locations connected, contact your Verizon Government Account Manager.

LTE Business Internet us available to U.S. business customers with 10 or more lines. No Domestic or International Roaming. Cannot be used for certain applications, including audio/video streaming, web hosting, public/guest Wi-Fi, voice and text. Router purchase required. Terms apply.
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